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Synopsis 
The purpose of this paper is to examine  the  work of structural 
engineers not from the technical, practical and  commercial 
view, but from the  more  general  considerations  that  relate to 
how  their  structures sit in the environment. Those  who  are 
involved in the  design of buildings put most of their efforts 
into producing structural solutions that  are strong, stable and 
stiff, that  are  easy to build, and  that give ‘value for money’. 
Depending  on  the type of building  and  their  relationship  with 
the  architect,  engineers  also  get involved, to varying  degrees, 
with  the  appearance of the objects they  design.  This is an 
important part of their work. It contributes to the  integrity of 
the  design,  and  brings  great satisfaction to the  engineer. 

design of sculptures, towers, bridges, and buildings. 
The paper considers  the  structural  engineer’s part in the 

Introduction 
The author proposes, for the purpose  of  this paper, that any structure that 
is manmade and is  given a position  in the landscape - be it  on a greenfield 
site or in a crowded  city - can arguably be considered as a piece  of 
sculpture. It is a sculpture  in the sense that it is a deliberately  formed  object 
which  can  invoke an emotional  response  in  its  viewer.  Whether that Sculpture 
gives a sense  of  delight to the viewer or not is  something for which the 
designer can and should take some  responsibility. 

Sculptures 
The most  obvious way  in  which structural engineers  get  involved in the 
design  of sculptures  is when they  help a sculptor to realise his or her  design 
by providing the technical, and sometimes practical, advice  needed. 

Often, this  involves  trying to find some  invisible way  of strengthening 
the sculpture. The sculpture may  have  been  designed already and the 
engineer  tries to insert  some stiff and strong skeleton into the structure, 
as when a steel armature is contained  within  the  hollows of a bronze  casting. 
In this case it is hard to argue that the structure is the sculpture. Rather 
it is the ensemble,  of the bronze casting and the steel armature, which  is 
both structure and sculpture. 

Other sorts of  sculpture are more  obviously  engineering  elements.  Mobile- 
type sculptures, such as the work  of  Tinguely,  obviously require and use 
a knowledge  of  physics and applied  mathematics.  The  sculpture  might  itself 
be  designed to be strong  enough to stand  up and withstand  applied  loadings. 

In all of  these the engineering contribution is perhaps most  successful 
when the technical solution is  coincident  with the artistic solution, i.e. the 
art is not compromised by the need for structural strength. In some  works 
a deliberate tension  is  set up between the structural and the sculptural 
requirements  which, in itself, adds to the power ofthe art. This can be 
seen in the Acrobats sculpture (Fig 1) where the improbable freezing of 
this state of unstable equilibrium adds to the visual  impact  of the piece. 
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Fig 1. The Acrobats, Canberra 

Towers  and  containers 
There are a large  number  of structures that engineers  have traditionally 
designed  without the help  of an artist  or an architect.  These are the  structures 
that tend to have one primary function, such as to support a watertank 
(Figs 2 and 3) or a satellite dish. Yet  in many  cases  they  have a secondary 
function - that of  being a sculpture in their immediate surroundings. 

Watertowers often become a symbol or a landmark for the town to which 
they  belong.  Even the simple  cylindrical watertanks on stilts with  their 
conical hats that are used on top of the early  high-rise  buildings  in 
Manhattan have  become an integral part of that particular skyline. 
Sometimes  engineers  have  decided to enclose the water in a near  spherical 
container  like a large egg supported on legs, or even just on one leg.  Others 
have  camouflaged the water  in a folly  such as a mock  castle.  Obviously, 
these  largely anonymous engineers  have  enjoyed the chance to express 
themselves and have  realised the sculptural part of their work. 

Another sort of container that has contributed to the urban landscape 
of  Britain until very  recently  is the large gas container, with its inner tank 
which shrinks down to the ground as it empties, and the restraining, 
permanent perimeter  trellis  of  columns and cross-bracing. The Victorian 
engineers  obviously took it for granted that these objects were part of the 
visual  landscape, as well as functional, because  they  chose to decorate the 
structures. Whether or not they  have external decoration applied to them, 
they are still  large objects which  have an impact on the environment, and 
the way they look, as well as the way  in  which they perform, must be 
considered. 

There are also the towers that support telecommunications  equipment. 
Often, the form  they  have is  defined  primarily  by functional  and  pragmatic 
requirements - i.e. a certain stiffness is required, cost and weight  of 
materials should be kept as low as possible, their resistance to wind and 
problems  of vibration must  be considered, their method of construction 
must  be integrated into the design.  Each of these aspects can influence the 
form. It is the task of the designer to find a solution that responds to all 
of these  and  yet  which, at the same  time,  manages to be  elegant  and  enhance 
its surroundings. It is  now  becoming more common for  an architect to be 
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Fig 2. Chikurubi Watertower,  Harare 

appointed on this type  of project - particularly when the tower  is to be 
a symbol for the area, as with the Barcelona  Tower.  Nevertheless, the 
contribution that the structure  makes to the  appearance of the tower  remains 
significant. 

One  of the most notable towers  designed  by an engineer  is,  of course, 
the Eiffel Tower. Here its function is to provide both a landmark and 
viewing platforms. In terms of its impact on its environment it is just as 
much a sculpture as the Statue of Liberty. Its effect on the people  who 
experience it is just as important. The fact that it is a tower, and not a 
representation  of a person,  is  no  more  significant than the  difference  between 
a completely abstract piece  of modern sculpture and a sculpture of, say, 
a horse, when  considering  its impact on its surroundings. 

Bridges 
The other type of structure that engineers  design,  where the form, the load 
paths and the function are closely intertwined, is, of course, the bridge. 
As with the tower, the bridge has a primary function, which  is to carry 
load between  two supports. It often has a secondary function, which  is 
its symbolic contribution, as with the Golden Gate Bridge,  Tower  Bridge, 
the Firth of Forth Railway  Bridge,  etc. Perhaps for the engineer the most 
interesting part of  bridge  design  is the investigation  of how it can be 
constructed, as was the case  with the Kingsgate Footbridge in  Durham  (Fig 
4). The most  successful  bridges,  however, are not just those which  were 
built on time and to budget but those which  somehow  convey both a sense 
of harmony with the landscape and a feeling that it is  somehow 
extraordinary that a means  has  been found to leap across the earth. This 
has  been  achieved by such  diverse  types as the early stone arch bridges  (Fig 
5)  and the more recent  long-span  suspension  bridges. 
As with the design  of towers,  clients are increasingly  employing  architects 

to lead the aesthetic design  of  bridges. The divide in the education and 
training of  architects and engineers has  meant that neither  is  fully  competent 
to  lookafter all aspects of the design. Perhaps this is an inevitable  result 
of the increasingly  complex  design  process. The knowledge  required  of 
analysis  techniques, materials, building  methods and commercial  practices 
continues to expand, as does the set  of regulations covering  access, safety, 
fire,  planning,  etc. As the responsibility for dealing  with  these  issues  is 
increasingly  split  between the engineering and architectural professions, 
it becomes more important that both sides maintain some understanding 
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Fig 3. British  Telecom Tower, London 

Fig 4. Kingsgate  Footbridge, Durham 
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Fig 5.  Auld Brig O’Doon, Alloway,  Strathclyde 

of the other. The  lack  of any architectural or  aesthetic training at the 
engineering  schools  becomes more of a problem and should be addressed 
by the profession. 

Buildings 
With the design  of  buildings the interaction between different members 
of the design  team  becomes  all the more crucial.  The  classic  nightmare is 
that an urban planner proposes a masterplan which contains a number of 
buildings,  each of  which  is to be  designed  by a different architect. Each 
designs a building  which  may or may not relate to the other buildings.  The 
structural engineer  takes  the  architects’  plans  and  makes  them  ‘work’. That 
is, a set  of  beams are introduced to span between the columns  shown on 
the plans and to support some sort of floor structure. Some  shear  walls 
may  be added. 

The  services  engineer then inserts the plantrooms (some  of  which are 
on the roof), the risers, and the ducts. As  much  of this as is possible  is 
then covered  over  with  false  ceilings and partitions. Probably the floor- 
to-floor height  increases at this stage. This is perhaps an extreme  case.  But 
the danger is  always there if the members of the design  team do not carry 
out the conceptual  design  together and if each  does not have  some 
understanding of the others’ roles. 

As with the other  types of structure considered,  buildings  have  more than 
one function. The primary function is  normally to provide  shelter of some 
sort. The  nature  of that shelter can vary from  providing  housing for a family 
to enclosing a factory for machine-making  and its workforce.  The  scale 
and  complexity  of the building can differ by an order of magnitude. Yet, 
whatever its size,  every  building has an impact on its environment. 

Materials 
The choice  of materials provides a powerful tool in the design  process. It 
is  interesting to compare  the visual  effects  of  the  whitewashed  stone  buildin@ 
that characterise  the  vernacular  style  of the Greek  islands  with  the  glasshouse 
of Philip Johnson and the IIT building  of  Mies  Van  der  Rohe  (Fig 6).  Both 
have  extremely  sculptural  qualities.  With the traditional buildings the form 
is  given  by the stone structure, which  usually  consists  of  simple  walls and 
flat roofs, with  occasional  domes. The white  walls and blue domes  reflect 
the strong light.  The sharp shadows,  thrown by steps or around small  win- 
dows, contribute to the feeling  of solidarity. The glasshouses  also  express 

Fig 6. Crown  Hall ITT 
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Fig 7. The  Glass Facade, Pare de La  Villette,  Paris 

their structure. In  this  case,  however, the structure is  minimalist and sup- 
ports a cladding which  allows the sense that the outside  landscape  can pass 
into the house. 

Other materials that immediately  evoke a strong image are the rushes 
used  by the Marsh Arabs, the mud  used in the most intricate designs in 
West Africa, the slick  aluminium facades of industrial buildings, and the 
timber A-frame buildings  of  Scandinavia. 

The  importance  of form 
The attempt to provide an illusion that a building  is in some way floating 
over the landscape can be  seen as a recurring theme. It is  certainly  evident 
in the work  of the deconstructivists, where  slabs  sail out over the land and 
the broken forms are arranged in a way that apparently has no regard for 
gravity. It may  be that these are the most sculptural of  buildings in that 
the outside form is not determined by the function of the building or by 
the flow of forces. The structure is  required to support the form, without 
changing  its  intent, in much  the  same way as the  sculptures  described  above 
require support. 

Form  follows  force 
This is in contrast with the work of those architects in which form very 
clearly  follows  force. 

Membrane structures, such as those made of fabric and cables, 
demonstrate  the  link between force and form the most  directly, as the struc- 
ture, being  only lmm thick or less,  must  necessarily  be  where the force 
is.  These  membranes act only in tension and span between supports that 
carry bending  and  compression.  The  cable  trusses behind the La Villette 
glazing  system  (Fig 7) illustrate how tension structures can emphasise the 
lightness  of a structure by  using  only a small  number of compression 
elements.  The  effect  is  enhanced by the  use of glass and of  carefully detailed 
connections. A characteristic of both these  types  of tension structure is 
that their deflections are large  enough to ensure that their  non-linear 
behaviour becomes a significant factor in how loads are carried. In these, 
even more than with the more  conventional  compression  and  bending  struc- 
tures, the role of the structural engineer in determining the form becomes 
important. 
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Fig 8. The  Empire  State Building 

The  skyscraper 
The last building  type  deserving  special consideration with  regard to the 
structural engineer’s role  in the formfinding  process is the  skyscraper.  Here 
again the function is not the only consideration. The building also has a 
symbolic  quality. This can be a literal  symbol, as with the NatWest  Tower, 
or make a simple statement that height equals power. The contribution 
that the structural engineer  makes to these  buildings  is  crucial.  Some 
skyscrapers  express the structure as part of the architecture - e.g. Lloyds, 
the Hongkong & Shanghai  Bank, the John Hancock Centre. Some  indicate 
a structural logic  even  if the frame itself  is not on the outside, as with the 
Empire State Building  (Fig 8) and the Chrysler  Building.  Many modern 
buildings  use the structure as just the skeleton, off which an almost  in- 
dependent  cladding skin is hung, as with the American  Telephone & 
Telegraph Corporate Headquarters. 

Details 
The engineer  also contributes greatly to the way in which the pieces  of any 

Fig 9. The  IBM  Travelling  Exhibition 
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structure are put  together.  The  IBM  Travelling  Exhibition  is a good  example 
of  how the connections can become  works  of art in themselves Fig 9). 
The joints of the early  steel  bridges are as much a part of the design as 
their  overall  shape.  Even the pattern in  which  bricks are laid  reveals 
something about a building. 

Stansted  is another modem  building  where the way in which the elements 
are joined has  become part of the architecture of the building. 

Conclusion 
With  all of these structural  forms  the  structural engineer’s role can be  limited 
to providing  good  technical and practical advice.  With  good  working 
relationships between the members  of the design team, that advice can be 
improved to ensure that it is also the appropriate advice from the point 
of  view  of the appearance of the project. At both the grand scale and the 
detail level the engineer’s  knowledge and his or her  sensitivity to the 
environment can be  combined to enable a more general contribution to 
the holistic  aspects  of the design to be  made. It is the author’s hope that 
the desirability  of this approach will be  increasingly  realised. 

Aspects of the sense of 
place 
Jamie McCullough 
Visiting Researcher, University of Strathclyde 

Synopsis 
The  sense of place is generally  seen  as a subjective 
phenomenon, so that different individuals  would  be  expected 
to respond to different places in different ways. 

My experience  suggests  that  certain aspects of the  sense  of 
place are  invariant from person to person, so that  those 
aspects can be  treated  as dependable, objective criteria in 
judging a building  in its environment. 

I am a sculptor, and most  of this paper  concerns things that have cropped 
up  in my experience  of  making things in public  places.  But I would  like 
to begin  by  talking about the Parthenon. There are a number of odd things 
about the Parthenon, but one of the oddest is the fact that the columns, 
if produced upwards, would  meet at a point about 5 miles  up in the air. 
Why should anyone go to the bother of introducing an invisible taper like 
that? At  school we were told that it made them  look more parallel from 
some  unspecified  viewpoint,  which  is blatant rubbish. I suspect the truth 
of the matter is  something  much more like  this. 

No one is allowed to live on the Acropolis, because  it’s a holy  place; 
so Ictinus, the chap who got the commission, has to slog up the hill  every 
morning to do his  surveys and lay his  plans - and it would  be reasonable 
to suppose he takes a small  gang  with  him to carry the food, the water, 
the survey ropes, and so on. The Acropolis  is  very  steep, and its top is 
rather flat. So it is  absolutely  inevitable that, every  single  morning,  they 
get to the top of the steep, onto the edge  of the flat, and the entire gang, 
as one man, stops, drops the load for a minute - and turns round to look 
at the view. It’s as inevitable as gravity and income tax. Now, Ictinus’ 
problem  is that he’s got to put up a temple  over there, on the other side 
of the flat - and the job description says that it’s  got to be the crowning 
glory  of Athens, it’s  got to be the climax  of the climb.  Making it more 
beautiful simply  isn’t  going to help  because that appeals only to the mind, 
whereas it is your  body that has to climb the hill and your  body that tells 
you  you’re at the top and your  body that tells  you that’s the climax and 
now’s the time to relax. So he’s got to bypass the mind and tell the body 
something - and I suspect  he  gets a few  sleepless  .nights  over that one. 
But  being a very  clever chap indeed,  he cracks it. If  you taper it in towards 
the top by an amount which  is too small to be consciously  noticeable, the 
conscious  mind  doesn’t  notice at all. But the part of the subconscious  which 
deals  with  binocular  vision,  continuously  constructing a 3-dimensional  world 
out of different 2-dimensional  images,  uses  angles as slight as this for its 
working data all the time.  And the message that comes through loud and 
clear  is  ‘OK, another 50 yards easy  climbing and then we’ll be at the top’. 
So no one turns round until they’ve got there, and he’s won. 

Now,  wanting to stop  and turn round when  you  get to the top of a hill 
is perhaps the simplest  possible  example  of a particular aspect  of the sense 
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